
Comparing Plant and Animal Cells 
Elodea Leaves & Cheek Cells 

 

Name:         Date:       Block:     

 

Question:  How does an animal cell compare to a plant cell? How are they the same and how are they 

different? How do they compare to bacterial cells? 

 

Prediction:  Do you think an animal cell and a plant cell will share some qualities or do you think they will be 

very different? Make your own prediction below, in complete sentences.  

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Materials:   

 

 

 

 

 

Procedure:   

1. Using a clean toothpick, gently scrape the inside of your cheek.  

2. Place the soft material from your cheek on the slide directly in the middle. It may look as if nothing is 

on there, but don’t worry, there is! THROW YOUR TOOTHPICK AWAY in the designated area! 

3. Go to your teacher or peer and acquire one small drop of Methylene Blue. Cover the specimen with the 

coverslip. Have a paper towel ready in case there is too much.  

➢ Methylene Blue can cause harm if ingested and may stain hands and clothing. 

4. On a second slide, add one drop of water. Add a small leaf from the growing tip of an elodea shoot. 

Cover the specimen with a cover slip. 

5. View both specimen under the microscope and draw them each at Low Power (40X) and High Power 

(100X). Refer to cell diagrams and notes for help in identifying some larger cell parts. 

▪ Microscope 

▪ Toothpicks 

▪ Methylene Blue 

▪ 2 glass microscope  slides 

 

▪ 2 cover slips 

▪ Eyedropper 

▪ Elodea (a water plant) 

▪ Your cheek cells 



Observations:  Draw in the circles the observations you made with the microscope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observations about the cheek cell:           

               

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observations about the elodea leaf cell:           

               

                

 

 

 

Total Magnification: ____________ Total Magnification: ____________ 

Total Magnification: ____________ Total Magnification: ____________ 



Analysis Questions:  In complete sentences 

1. Write about the differences that are obvious between the two cells. Think about why many parts 

are the same, and write about why you think that might be. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What might plants be like if their cells had no chloroplast? How might it make a difference? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Why do you think plant cells have a cell wall in addition to a cell membrane? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Why do you think animal cells only have a cell membrane and no cell wall?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Conclusion: How does an animal cell compare to a plant cell? Write a response to explain what you 

think. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Extension: Do you think plant or animal cells use more energy to live? Explain Why. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


